
Publish your own ePix Edition
and broadcast directly

to subscribers’ desktops!



It’s easier than you think!



All that you need...
is one photograph a month!



To create something
that people will appreciate...



Something that they’ll be
happy to receive as a gift!



A gift that keeps giving
month after month...



Creative
Workshop
Creation

prasnikar.info

ePix Wallpaper Calendar



ePix Wallpaper Calendar

A computer program for desktop PCs*  
that displays the selected photo
as a background image.
*Some options are available for mobile platforms.

Learn more at:
eeds.co/featured



ePix embeds a calendar 
into the wallpaper image 
and automatically marks 
the current date.



It includes a simple 
journal and a 
note-taking tool. 



Some Journal note here
Presentation 10AM
More notes here
And of course here
and here too :) Presentation, 10AM

ePix Presentation!

Promotional calendars offer the lowest cost per advertisement  
viewing of any promotional product as promotional calendars are 
seen an average of 10 times per day—every day throughout the 
year. A recent study by the Promotional Product Association (PPAI) 
found that 94% of people can recall the advertising message.

Promotional calendars are useful, appreciated and cost-effective. 
They have a measurable impact with a high perceived value, and 
can easily be used to complement other advertising media. 

ePix is actually PERPETUAL calendar. Once installed, the user will 
see it on the desktop until it’s uninstalled. 

Just click on a date
to add a new
or open 
an existing
note!



In a word,
a simple
and useful
tool for many!



That’s all cool, but...
What does ePix offer

to YOU as the publisher
or a sponsor?



ePix offers Desktop Branding 
through a selection of themed
photos and a logo with a live 
link to your website!

Learn more at:
apsoft.co/eepix



By now you must have
noticed the Brijuni logo...
Not to mention the
background photo :)



The 
logo
is a 
live
link!



 New images are offered for preview.
 Ads are broadcast the same way...

Images are broadcast
to subscribers’ desktops



Full screen ads
can be delivered
The user may choose a different
image as the background,
but this ad will appear after
the download, and occasionally
later when the images are
automatically rotated.



In YOUR ePix Edition! 
Every month...
YOUR new image on display!
YOUR promotional message!
YOUR targeted audience!
YOUR control!



The license includes the distribution rights for
our software via our platform:

295EUR/month (three months minimum),

or 2.650EUR/year (three months free)

(Initial License is limited to 10,000 subscribers, with one new image and logo or ad per month.
Delivery of additional images, ads, services, or image licensing may need to be billed separately.)



You’re not ready to start
your own ePix Edition,

or need assistance?



Be it just a simple edit
or a full publishing service,

we’re here to help!



Creative  
Workshop  
Creation  

prasnikar.info     



More info:
https://eeds.co/brijuni

Oh, BTW... There’s a Mobile App too :)


